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Firefly Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Soccer Skills: For Young Players,
Ted Buxton, "Making the most of preparation and practice time with this comprehensive skills-
guide." This handbook has everything the young soccer player needs to improve his or her game.
Fully illustrated with step-by-step sequences for optimum performance, it covers all aspects of the
sport: historical background, soccer jargon, and basic defensive and offensive strategies. The book
is suitable for players just starting out and for the more experienced player looking to fix a
persistent problem or improve a specific skill. With dozens of color photographs, Soccer Skills
features: Ball control Passing skills Running with the ball Free kicks, corner kicks, "bending the ball"
Hitting the back of the net Controlling the ball on the head Shadowing and tackling Goal-keeping
Warming-up and cooling-down exercises Pre-match preparation and off-season conditioning Pre-
and post-game nutrition tips. Training drills used by soccer's top professionals are combined with
sequential photographs and detailed explanations. At-a-glance tips help players solve problems
and polish their techniques. From the necessary skills to strategic tips for winning, Soccer Skills is
essential for players and coaches of the world's most popular sport.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mrs. Odie Murphy II-- Mrs. Odie Murphy II

Comprehensive guideline! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in simple terms and never hard to understand. Its been developed in an
exceedingly simple way which is just after i finished reading through this ebook where actually changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Mabelle Wuckert-- Mabelle Wuckert
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